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Manuals for Nikon products/ /02/15/ Ver Manual Viewer 2 The Nikon Manual Viewer 2 app for iPhones, iPads, iPod
touch, and Android devices can be used to download the manuals for Nikon digital SLR cameras and view them offline.

We rated Luminar as "Highly Recommended". Visit the Luminar web site to try it for free. Ease of Use The
Nikon Coolpix S is designed for the image conscious who also want a camera that will do everything for them.
Most apparent to discerning photographers is the addition of ISO sensitivity in the Main Menu on such a
simple point and shooter. The latter point may not sound much, but it will play a major part without you ever
really noticing it. The S is very similar to the larger L31 in terms of function and feature although in addition
to the aforementioned features, you also get a slightly higher resolution and lithium ion battery. Anyone
looking to take a camera on holiday will have to weigh up those pros and cons. Front of the Nikon Coolpix S
Physically, the Nikon Coolpix S is a lot thinner than the L series of cameras, making it easier to slide in and
out of pockets or bags on nights out or days away. Because of this, the camera comes with the charger
included in the box. Charging is done via the USB cable which connects the camera to the charging unit. The
layout of the buttons uses the typical Nikon strategy with many of the controls accessible via the right thumb
as you would hold it normally. That is except the power button and zoom ring, which are located on the top
plate. There are two menus on the Nikon Coolpix S for you to choose from. The Mode Menu is accessed via
the green camera button. The latter provides the choice of a variety of artistic and nostalgic filter effects. If a
small arrow is next to the primary option, then there is a sub-menu to take a look at. In the camera section, you
can make adjustments to how the camera handles certain shooting scenarios, such as low light variable light
casts and fast moving subjects. The Video Menu only has three options within it for resolution, focusing and
the aforementioned Wind Noise Reduction. The Set-up Menu is designed to allow you to make in depth
changes to the camera and how it operates. Changes to this area are generally more definite, such as the
Language, Formatting the memory card, the Sound settings. The latter is actually one of a couple of
sub-menus that can be found here. Start up time from cold is very fast on the Nikon Coolpix S We managed to
get the camera switched on, focused and taking a picture in a fraction over 1. It took the camera a further 13
seconds to fully download all the pictures from the burst test. The pictures that you take can be reviewed on
the screen located on the back of the camera. This can be done regardless of whether the camera is on or off. If
it is on, simply press the blue arrow on the back of the camera. If the camera is off, you still press the blue
arrow, but you have to hold it down for longer. The Nikon Coolpix S In-hand You can review your pictures
faster and â€” arguably â€” more conveniently by using the zoom switch. While looking at the pictures, you
will notice a small icon of a paintbrush with OK written next to it. Pressing the corresponding button on the
back of the camera takes you into a sub-menu called Quick Effects. There are various creative effects you can
apply to your photographs to give them a different and unique look. Examples include Painting, Cross-screen,
Fisheye and Miniature effect. The latter is great for high vantage point photography onto a town scene as it
makes the town, cars and people look like toys. Pressing the Menu button will take you into the Playback
Menu. In the Playback Menu, you can adjust the overall picture using features such as D-Lighting and
Red-eye correction this technique is different to the pre-flash Red-eye reduction as it uses software to
eliminate red-eye as well as Glamour Retouch and Quick retouch options. On top of the editing, you can also
create a Slide-show of your pictures, Protect them, Rotate them, create a smaller version and Copy them.
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Nikon Coolpix S Pdf User Manuals. View online or download Nikon Coolpix S Reference Manual, Quick Start Manual.
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Specifications Nikon COOLPIX S Digital Camera Type Compact digital camera million (Image processing may reduce
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the Number of effective pixels number of effective pixels.) Image sensor -in. type CCD; approx. million total pixels Lens
NIKKOR lens with 5Ã— optical zoom mm (angle of view equivalent to that of.

Chapter 4 : Nikon COOLPIX S Compact Digital Camera
COOLPIX S User Manual Camera, Nikon COOLPIX S Camera User Manual in Spanish, Swedish, Kazakh, Latvian,
English, Dutch, Download Link For Nikon User Manual COOLPIX S Camera. Nikon COOLPIX S Full specification and
images.

Chapter 5 : Nikon COOLPIX S Digital Camera (Red) - International Version (No Warranty) - Cameras Glob
Nikon COOLPIX S PDF User Manual / Owner's Manual / User Guide offers information and instructions how to operate
the COOLPIX S, include Quick Start Guide, Basic Operations, Advanced Guide, Menu Functions, Custom Settings,
Troubleshooting & Specifications of Nikon COOLPIX S
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5x optical zoom and 10x * Dynamic Fine Zoom * Magnification of Dynamic Fine Zoom is calculated from the maximum
wide-angle position of optical zoom.
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ii Introduction Introduction For Your Safety To prevent damage to your Nikon product or injury to yourself or to others,
read the following safety precautions in their entirety before using this.
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High Capacity Replacement Nikon EN-EL19 Battery with AC/DC Quick Charger Kit for Nikon Coolpix S, S, S, SS, S, S,
S32, S, S, S
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Supports Direct Print (PictBridge) Also used as audio/video output connector (NTSC or PAL can be selected for video
output.).
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